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Are these attitudes common where you live, even if not held by a majority? The list of five 

below were borrowed from a recent article which piqued my interest, discussing the failure of the 

digital age to live up to happiness promises.  

 The rich get richer and the poor get poorer 

 What you think doesn't count very much anymore 

 Most people with power try to take advantage of people like you 

 The people running the country don't really care what happens to you 

 You're left out of things going on around you 

 

I see great advantage for leaders if the last four can be developed; it provides opportunity to 

promise solutions, gain power to join or remain on the winning side of the first one. Let's turn to 

The Committee and see what's going on here. 

 

Q: Esteemed Committee, is a wealth gap growing or shrinking in many countries and 

overall? 

C: Growing again, as it did steadily for many centuries. Both worldwide and in certain 

nations. 

 

Q: Which ones? 

C: The growing gap occurs in the more economically active, more technologically 

developed territories. 

 

Q: How can it be stopped? 

C: By the same means it has been started, human choice. A concentration of wealth is a 

collective choice of nearly everyone who participates in the markets where the wealthy operate. 

They have not the wealth because of sole choice; many humans cooperate and feed into this, by 

choice also. 

 

Q: What about the people in power trying to take advantage? 

C: This is not what the powerful wish; to the contrary they want you to happily agree. If 

improper advantage is seized, this will be revealed, the exposure likely to undo or even reverse 

gains into loss. A very small fraction of bad actors attempt to take improper advantage, yet 

receive a much outsized quantity of attention.  

 

Q: Why does the belief exist that what one thinks, doesn't count? 

C: Perception and truth. We say, votes are counted coveted and courted. Elections do not 

arise from already established leadership where none or few are held. Always the would-be 

electorate must seize control in one or other ways, in order for the vote courtship to begin. 

 

An example to you all we shall provide. 

 

In the USA, twelve percent of the population is deemed black. Accurate analysis reports that 

generally nine of every ten votes cast by citizens in this group are for one political party. If the 

distribution were to be six of ten, three less, this would mean a gain of millions of votes 

nationally for the opposing political organization. The nine-of-ten recipient party has every 



reason to portray its candidates for office as protective advocates who oppose the damage their 

political adversaries would inflict.    

 

Beliefs are planted, cultivated and given emotional incentive, then used to outweigh other ideas 

which have not been inculcated artificially. When either side perceives this happening, that their 

preferences are not prevailing, the sensations of not counting can flourish. They can be fertilized.   

 

This is intentional. The rise in ever quicker communication and imagery has brought about 

opportunity for this to be done, and it has. Radio, then television, ever more frequent print press 

delivery and now common, popular electronic methods have given the developer cultivator of 

victimhood ideas, more effective tools.   

 

Q: What about national leaders who don't care about the typical citizen? 

C: They care, up to the point their position is threatened. 

 

Q: What about being left out of what surrounds each of us? 

C: Find a new group, one you like. Surround yourself with them as well as you surround 

yourself with awareness. 

 

Q: Hasn't any society always had its share of frustrated or unsatisfied folks? 

C: Yes, however the ability to report widely and very quickly transmit visual information, 

even fabricate false versions, has made it simple to parlay a small example into a sentiment of 

much larger problems. Twenty times as many of the USA's population is killed in and by 

motorized vehicles than by violence using firearms. There is zero discussion to ban automobiles 

but yes the firearms. The issue is human behavior, however political gain and population control 

are derived from the firearms issue.  

 

Q: Has any of this really changed much over the last two hundred years of technological 

development? 

C: No, but perception has. Great & powerful yet subtle to-the-point-of-invisible forces, 

actively operate to teach a perspective of lack versus abundance. It is common to take for granted 

things deemed luxurious a short time ago, and to consider basics a given. Indoor plumbing, a 

well stocked and convenient food store and electricity are seen as automatic by many people who 

simultaneously complain about what they do not have, and eagerly point to others who do have 

them and yet others still, in a position to provide what unsatisfied complainers prefer. This is 

intentional, this is taught passively and actively instructed.  

 

Focus placed upon shortfalls compared to gratitude and emphasis on assets, is far more fertile 

hunting ground for s/he who would dominate and become enriched. 

 

This illusion of material wealth and power, the one and the other oscillating yet always 

connected, will be clearly seen by every soul now incarnated, almost immediately after departure 

from this life now lived. Many humans see this now. The coming economic changes across Earth 

will refocus and reshape many attitudes. 

 

Q: Esteemed Committee, thank you as always. I expect we might get a good round of 

questions.  

 C: That hope we do, return as always all of you. 

 

 



 


